
Using PlusOptic Products In My OEM Equipment...

Will It Void My OEM Warranty?



Q: Using PlusOptic Products In My OEM Equipment... 
      Will It Void Or Affect My OEM Warranty?
A:  NO (Plain & Simple 100% NO)
Sometimes we hear that a network equipment manufacturer has implied to a customer that if they install third-party 
transceivers in their system they will void the system manufacturer’s warranty.  They mislead customers into purchasing their 
own transceiver modules, usually at much higher prices than PlusOptic. The following document explains why this is incorrect 
and why users should have absolutely no concerns about using PlusOptic products.

Why No?
By saying that they will void your warranty if you use 3rd party peripherals such as transceivers is an attempt for the original 
vendor to bully the customer into buying their own products, usually at over inflated prices, this is against the law.  Using a 3rd 
party transceiver is never going to damage your hardware unless you do something really reckless such as insert the transceiver 
with the aid of a hammer. If you insert the wrong type of SFP into an SFP port it will simply not light up and not provide a link, it 
will not affect the hardware in any way, fact. 

If you bought an Acme Remote Controlled Car and replaced the batteries with Duracell instead of Acme branded batteries 
and Acme said because of this your warranty was no longer valid, Acme would be breaking many international Consumer and 
Competition laws as Acme would be illegally and unfairly bullying you in an attempt to tie you in to buying their brand. 

This applies 100% to Transceivers, if you inserted a third party Transceiver and because of this an OEM company attempted 
to take away your warranty cover, they would not have a leg to stand on in court. That is why you will never get this threat in 
writing from an OEM. 

International Laws That Protect You

                   
USA: The 1975 Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act 
The Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act covered the issue of forcing consumers to buy peripheral products to protect their warranty,  
it is referred to as a “tie-in sales provision”.  Section 102(C) of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act states...

“No warrantor may condition the continued validity of a warranty on the use of only authorized repair service and/or authorized 
replacement parts for non-warranty service and maintenance”

Such “tie-ins” also violate sections 1 & 2 of the Sherman Anti Trust Act (1890), as the United States Supreme Court has stated: 

“The essential characteristic of an invalid tying arrangement lies in the seller’s exploitation of its control over the tying product 
[here, the computer system] to force the buyer into the purchase of a tied product [here, the memory module sold by the system 
manufacturer] that the buyer either did not want at all, or might have preferred to purchase elsewhere on different terms. When 
such “forcing” is present, competition on the merits in the market for the [memory module] is restrained and the Sherman Act is 
violated.” Jefferson Parish Hospital District No. 2 v. Hyde, 466 U.S. 2 (1984).

It is also important to know that: “The Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act  makes it easier for purchasers to sue for breach of warranty 
by making breach of warranty a violation of federal law, and by allowing consumers to recover court costs and reasonable 
attorneys’ fees. This means that if you lose a lawsuit for breach of either a written or an implied warranty, you may have to pay the 
customer’s costs for bringing the suit, including lawyer’s fees.

Because of the stringent federal jurisdictional requirements under the Act, most Magnuson-Moss lawsuits are brought in state court. 
However, major cases involving many consumers can be brought in federal court as class action suits under the Act.”

https://www.kingston.com/en/company/magnusonmoss



Australia: The 1974 Trade Practises Act (TPA) 
Australian Competition & Consumer Act 2010 (ACCC)

Australian law is very clear when protecting the consumer from OEM’s misleading their customers 
in an attempt to ‘tie them in’. 

The TPA prohibits businesses from engaging in misleading or deceptive conduct (section 52) 
or making false or misleading representations (section 53). Therefore, it is against the law for a 
seller to do anything (either in advertising or conversation) that leads consumers to believe their 
statutory rights are limited, or do not apply, when this is not the case.

Trade Practices Act 1974 Section 47
(3) A corporation also engages in the practice of exclusive dealing if the corporation requires, as a 
condition of the supply to a person of goods or services of a kind that it could not lawfully supply 
but for the issue or grant to the corporation of a licence, permit, authority or registration under
a law of Australia, that the person acquire all or a part of his requirements of other goods or 
services directly or indirectly from the corporation.

Unlike the implied terms, misleading or deceptive conduct and false or misleading 
representations are breaches of the TPA and the ACCC can take court action against businesses 
that mislead or deceive consumers about their rights.

European Union: Art 101 and 102 of the TFEU
(Treaty of functioning of the European Union)
European law states an explicit or implicit ‘warranty tie’ by an OEM manufacturer would amount 
to illegal tying under Art 101 and 102 of the TFEU. 

Article 101 (e) states:
“The following shall be prohibited as incompatible with the internal market: all agreements 
between undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings and concerted practices which 
may affect trade between Member States and which have as their object or effect the prevention, 
restriction or distortion of competition within the internal market, and in particular those which: 

(e) make the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by the other parties of supplementary 
obligations which, by their nature or according to commercial usage, have no connection with the 
subject of such contracts.” 

So there you have it. Will using PlusOptic Transceivers void your OEM 
hardware warranty?.... NO is the simple and complete answer.
If you do have an OEM account manager / representative implying that this is not the case, please 
send details to us and we shall put them right!

 

3 Year Warranty &  
Compatibility Guarantee
All PlusOptic products come 
with an industry-leading 
3-year warranty and a 100% 
compatibility guarantee for 
60+ vendors.

Lead Times
We pride ourselves on our 
blisteringly quick lead times. 
All key PlusOptic products 
are in stock and usually 
shipped the same day. 

Technical Support  
Our local support team is 
responsive and flexible. 
From product selection 
advice to port and network 
configuration, our technical 
support team will answer 
your questions quickly and 
knowledgeably.

Network Design 
Consultation
Want to run your network 
design ideas past one of our 
technical experts? Simply 
contact us and we shall give 
you our opinion on your 
plans.

Forward Replacement
In the unlikely event that 
you experience an issue 
with one of our products, 
we will act decisively and 
promptly to keep your 
downtime to an absolute 
minimum. In the rare case of 
a PlusOptic product failure, 
we usually provide forward 
replacement.



The PlusOptic Advantage

        100% compatibility guarantee for more than 60 vendors 

        CWDM/DWDM multiplexing specialists

        Pre-sales and post-sales support

        Technical support & network design assistance 

        Prompt forward-replacement service

        3-year warranties with additional support options

        Local stock for immediate delivery on all key products

For enquiries & technical support, please contact us at: 

Australia & New Zealand
Tel: +61 (0) 2 8324 1413 

Email: info@plusoptic.com

United Kingdom & Europe
Tel: +44 (0) 345 2411 267

Email: enquiries@plusoptic.co.uk

www.plusoptic.com

Some of the most recognised and respected organisations in the world use PlusOptic products:


